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The aim of this note is to answer some questions on formal groups over a 
field raised by Dieudonne in his book [l]. Roughly speaking, his questions are 
whether we can get “isomorphism theorems” analogous to those in the classical 
group theory and whether there is a natural bijective correspondence between 
formal subgroups of a formal group G containing a al subgroup 
and formal subgroups of the quotient formal group see Chap. I, 
No. 9 and Chap. II, Sect. 3, No. 4 in El]). E-I e g ave already partial results on 
these questions in [1], but we shall give a complete answer to them in the case of 
infinitesimal formal groups over a field. Our results come from a theorem 
obtained by Newman in his paper [2] which means essentially ““First isomor- 
phism theorem” for formal groups over a field. 
Since the category of infinitesimal formal groups over a field iz is equivalent to 
that of colocal Wopf algebras over k, we shall state our results in terms of Hopf 
algebras. Our terminology and notations follow those in the book 131. 
1. PRELZMINARIEZ~ 
First we give the following proposition which will be necessary for the de&i- 
tion of the h-kernel of a coalgehra homomorphism of colocal coalgebras. 
PROPOSITION. Let (C, A, 6) and (C’, A’, E’) be colocal coalgebras over a@M k 
with grouplike elements 1 and I’, res$ectively. If p is a cocdgehra h~~~~~~~~~.~~. of C 
to C’, put D = (x E C j (p @ lc) A(x) = ,o(l) @x}. Then we have p(l) = I’, 
and I) is a subcoalgebra of C. Moreover, a subcoalgebm E of C is conta&ed in E5 
if md o&y ifp(E) is contained in the smallest subcoalgebra k . 1’ of C’. 
Pmof~ Since the image of a grouhke element by p is also a grouplike one, 
it is clear that p(l) = 1’. Let A and A’ be the dual algebras of @ and C’, res- 
pectively. Since C (resp. C’) is a left A-module (resp. A’-module) by formula (3) 
of [3, p. 361, C’ @J, C is also a left A’ 6~~ A-module by (a’ @ a) . (x’ @ x) = 
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(a’ . x’) @ (a * X) for a E A, a’ E A’, x E C, and x’ E C”. Since E’ is the unit of 
A’, we see, by formula (5) of [3, p. 361, 
= (~0 lc)A(a*x), 
where a E A, x E C, and A(x) = C(Z) x(r) @ x(a) . Therefore, if x is in D, we have 
This means that a . x is in D, and hence that D is a subcoalgebra of C by Proposi- 
tion 3.8 in [3]. Next let x be an element in D. Then we have 1’ @ p(x) = 
‘(P 0 P> 44 = 44 x 1) since p is a coalgebra homomorphism, From the formula 
(lc, @ E’) A’ = 1,~ we have p(x) = E’(P(x)) * 1’. This means p(D) C k . 1’. 
Conversely, if p(E) C K . 1’ for a subcoalgebra E of C, let x be an element of 
E” = E n ker E. Then we have by Proposition 3.13 in [3] 
and hence 
A(x)+@ 1- 1 @xEE’@EO, 
(P 0 1”) A(x) -p(l) @ X = 0 
because we have p(E”) = 0 from ~‘p = E. Since p(l) = l’, this means x E D, 
i.e., E” CD. Therefore we see E = k . 1 @ E” CD. 
We call the subcoalgebra D in the above proposition the h-kernel of the coal- 
gebra homomorphism p. Now if B is a bigebra over k, it is considered naturally 
as a left B-module by the multiplication. Then we have the following 
COROLLARY. Let B be a colocal bigebra (resp. Hopf algebra) over a$eld k and 
let c’ be a colocal coalgebra over k with a left B-module structure. If p is a coalgebra 
homomorphism of B to C’ such that p is also a left B-module homomorphism, then the 
h-kernel D of p is a subbigebra (resp. Hopf subalgebra) of B. 
Proof. By the above proposition and Proposition 5.7 in [3], it is sufficient 
to see that D is a subalgebra of B. Let x and y be elements in D. Then we have 
c P(W) 0 X(2) = P(l) 0 x with 44 = C ~(1) 0 372) (1) 
(5) (X) 
and 
c P(Yd 0 Y(2) = P(l) 0 Y with 4~) = C ~(1) 0 ~(2) 7 (2) 
(Y) (?A 
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where Ls is the comultiplication of B. Thus we have by (2) 
because p is a left B-module homomorphism. By equality (1) we see easily that 
the right-band side of the above equality coincides with J&J p(xo)) @ .~+)y = 
p(l) (jj) xy. This means that xy is in D and hence is a subalgebra of 
The following two lemmas are necessary later. 
LEMMA 1. Let B and B’ be colocal HopJ algebras over a geld k, and let p be a 
Hopf algebra homomorphism of B to B’. Then the h-inverse D oj a normal Ho&f 
subalgebra ’ of B’ by p is normal in B. 
Prooj. If C is a cocommutative coalgebra over k, 
Hom,,,l(C, B’) are groups and p gives a group ho 
omcoal(C, B) to Hcmoal(C, B’) by p*,(f) = pf for f in 
Proposition 4.4 in [3]). Identifying IIomGOB~(C, 0) and IIom,,,1(C, D’) naturally 
with subgroups of IIom,,,l(C, B) and Hom,,,r(C, B’), respectively, it is easy 
to see from the definition of h-inverses that an element f of Hsmcoa~(C, B) 
belongs to Homcoa;(C, 0) if and only if p*(f) is contained in IIom,,,l(C, D’)* 
On the other hand, we see that Homo,l(C, 0’) is a normal subgroup of 
omc,&C, B’) by Proposition 12.1 in [3]. Therefore, if g E IIom,,,l(C, B) 
and f E Horn,,&@, D), we have 
p*fg *f * P> = P*(g) * P*(f > * P*w-l E =Jmcd 
and hence from the above 
g * f * g--l E Homcoar(C, 0). 
This means by Proposition 12.1 in [3] that D is a normal Mopf subalgebra of 
LEMMA 2. Let B, B’, and p be as above, and assure that p is swjective. Then if 
D is a normal Hopj subalgebra of B, so is p(D) in 
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Proof. Let A’ and c’ be the comultiplication and the antipode of B’, res- 
pectively. Then D’ = p(D) is normal in B’ if and only if we have 
c 41)~‘c’hd E D’ with 44 = C 41) 0 4) 
(Xc’) (2’) 
for any x’ E B’ and any y’ E D’. Now since p(B) = B’ and p(D) = D’, there are 
x in B and y in D for any x’ in B’ andy’ in D’ such that p(x) = x’ and p(y) = y’. 
Since p is a Hopf algebra homomorphism, we see (p @ p) A = A’p and pc = c’p 
where d and c are the comultiplication and the antipode of B. Then if we put 
44 = Co w 0 w , we have 
A’@‘> = A’~64 = (P 0 P) 44 = ; P(W) 0 P(W) 
and hence 
c 4l)Y’wd = c P(W) P(Y) C’(P(%,>> 
b’) (2) 
= c P(%)YC(%)N* 
(0) 
Since D is normal in B, &.J x(r)yc(a+)) is contained in D and hence 
c (0’) 41, Y’4GJ is in D’ = p(D). This means that D’ is normal in B’. 
2. ISOMORPHISM THEOREMS 
Let B be a colocal Hopf algebra over a field iz and let D be a Hopf subalgebra 
of B. If B” is the kernel of the counit E of B, we put D” = D n B”. Then it is 
easy to see that the left ideal BD” of B generated by D” is a coideal of B. There- 
fore, the quotient space B/SD’ is a coalgebra over K with a natural left B-module 
structure and the canonical map QT of B to BIBD” is a coalgebra and left B-module 
homomorphism. Then the following theorem was given by Newman in his. 
paper PI- 
THEOREM 1. Let B, D, and ST be as above. Then D is the h-kernel of V. Con- 
versely, let p be a suvjective coalgebra and left B-module homomorphism of B to a 
coalgebra C with a left B-module structure, and let E be the h-kernel of p. Then the 
ke-rnel of p is BE” and C is isomorphic to B/BE” as coalgebras and left B-modules. 
In particular if D is a normal Hopf subalgebra of B, we know that BD” is equal 
to D”B and hence that BD” is a Hopf ideal (cf. Lemma 14.8 in [3]). Therefore, 
the quotient space BIBD” is a Hopf algebra over k which is called the Hopf 
quotient algebra of B by D and will be denoted by B/D. If p. is the canonical 
map of B to B/D = B/BD”, p. is a Hopf algebra homomorphism. Then Theo- 
rem 1 gives the following corollary which would correspond to “First isomor- 
phism theorem” in group theory. 
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COROLLARY. Let B, D, BID, and pD be as above. Then the h-keuzel of the Hg# 
algebra homomorphism pD is D. If p is a surjective Hopf algebra komo~~o~~h~sm ofI3 
to a Ho$f algebra B’ over k, then the h-kernel E of p is a normal Hopf s~ba~ge~~a 
of B and B’ is isomorphic to B/E = B/BE” as Hopf algebras. 
Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of Theorem I. As for the 
second it s&ices to show that E is normal in B, but Lemma 1 guarantees this 
with the fact the smallest Hopf subalgebra of a Hopf algebra is normal in it. 
%EOREM 2. Let B and B’ be colocal Ho$f algebras or;er a field k, and let p 
be a smjective Hopf algebra homomorphism of Is to B’. If G is the h&verse of a 
-~opfs~ba~eb~,a C’ of B’ by p, B/BC ’ is isomorphic to B’IB’C’” as coalgebras and 
left B-modules, where the left B-module structure of B’/B’CfO is the one obta&ed 
~at~~a~ly from its left B’-module structure through p, 
PYOOJ. Tf d is the canonical homomorphism of B’ to fjB~cro, it is clear 
that the composition ?~‘p is a coalgebra and left B-module momor~~~sm of B 
to B’,/B’@‘“. Let E be the h-kernel of the coalgebra homomorphism r’p. Then 
isaH ubalgebra of B by the corollary to the proposition in the first section, 
ad Bj is isomorphic to B’IB’C’” as coalgebras and Left B-modules by 
Theorem 8. Since p(C) C C’, we have n’p(C) C n’(C’) = k r’(1). Therefore, 
C is contained in E. On the other hand, since n’p(E) = k * r’(B) Sy the proposi- 
tion in the first section, p(E) is contained in C’ also by- the same proposition. 
This means that E is contained in the h-inverse C of C’ by p. Therefore, E 
coincides with C. 
As a direct consequence of this theorem we have the following Hopf algebra 
version of “Second isomorphism theorem” in group theory. 
COROLLARY I. Let B, B’, and p be as above. 1s C’ is a normal Hopf s~~a~~eb~a 
of B’, so is tke h-inverse C of C’ by p in B. +!!oreovey, the quotient Hopf algebras 
/C and B’/C’ aye isomorphic to each other. 
COROLLARY 2. Let B, B’, and p be as above, and let D be the h-kerrzel of p. 
Then there is a bijective correspondence between, Hopf subalgebras C’ of 
sabalgebras C of 3 containing D such that C’ (resp. C) coq~,es~on~s to &P-~(C’) 
(resp. p(C)). Moreover, the Hopf quotient algebra CID U isomoq%c to C’ = p(C). 
ProoJ Let Cl be a Hopf subalgebra of B’ and put C = h-p-l(C). Then it 
is easy to see C 3 D. Since the kernel of p is BD” by Theorem I, BC” contains 
the kernel of p. On the other had, we see p(BC”) = p(B) p(C”) = 
< = E’P where E and E’ are the counits of B and B’, respectively. Since we have 
B’C’” = p(BC”) by Theorem 2, we see B’C’” = B’pJC)“. Then C’ must be 
p(C) because they are both the h-kernel of the canonical homomorphism m’ of B’ 
to B’/B’C’” = B’/B’p(C)’ by Theorem 1. Conversely, let C be a Mopf sub- 
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algebra of B containing D, and put C’ = p(C). If we put C, = h-p-r(C), C, 
contains C by the definition of h-inverses. As seen in the above we have p(Cl) = 
C’=,(C) and hence C,CC+kerp=C+BD”. This means C,CK*l+ 
BCO because we have C = k . 1 + c” and C 3 D. If rr is the canonical homo- 
morphism of B to BIBC”, we know from Theorem 1 and the proposition in the 
first section that C is the largest subcoalgebra of B whose image in B/BC’ by r 
is contained in k . m( 1). Therefore, C, is a subcoalgebra of C, and so we have 
c = Cl = h-p-l(C). I n conclusion our correspondence is bijective. Lastly, 
let C be the h-inverse of a Hopf subalgebra C’ of B’ by p. Then C’ is equal to 
p(C) which is isomorphic to C/CD” as Hopf algebras because the h-kernel of the 
restriction plc of p to C coincides with that of p as seen easily. 
Remark. If a Hopf subalgebra C of B corresponds to C’ of B’ in the above 
corollary, C is normal in B if and onZy ;f C’ is normal in B’ by Lemmas 1 and 2. 
The following theorem could be called “Third isomorphism theorem.” 
THEOREM 3. Let B be a colocal Hopf algebra ovey afield k, and let J(C, D) 
and I(C, D) be the join and the intersection of Hopf subalgebras C and D of B, 
respectively. Then if D is normal in B, I(C, D) and D me normal in C and J(C, D)? 
respectively, and the Hopf quotient algebras J(C, D)/D and C/I(C, D) are isomor- 
phic to each othu. 
Proof. Since the normalizer N,(D) of D in B is B, it is clear that D is normal 
in J(C, D). Let E be any cocommutative coalgebra over k, and let f (resp. g) 
be an element of Homcoar(E, C) (resp. Homcoar(E, I(C, D))). Then we may 
consider f (resp. g) as an element of Hom,,,r(E, B) (resp. HomCO&E, D)). Since 
D is normal in B, Hom,,,l(E, D) is a normal subgroup of HomC&E, B) by 
Proposition 12.1 in [3], and hence f * g *f-r is contained in Homcoar(E, D) n. 
Hom,,,r(E, C) = Hom,&E, sT(C, D)). This means that Hom,,,l(E, I(C, D)) 
is normal in Hom,,,r(E, C), and hence I(C, D) is normal in C. Now let Z- be 
the canonical Hopf algebra homomorphism of B to B/BD”, and put p = rr Ic . 
Since J(C, D) is equal to the subalgebra of B generated by the subcoalgebra 
D + C = D” + C of B as shown in [3, Sect. lo], we see easily that p(C) = 
?T( J(C, 0)). By Corollary 2 to Theorem 2 p(C) is isomorphic to J(C, D)/D as 
Hopf algebras. On the other hand we see from the definition of h-inverses of 
Hopf algebra homomorphisms 
I(C, D) = C n D = C n 1% E B 1 (7~ @ 1”) A(x) = 1 @ xl 
= h-ker p, 
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where d is the comultiplication of 23. This means, by the corollary to Theorem 1, 
that p(C) is isomorphic to the quotient Hopf algebra 
and hence that J(C, 0)/D is isomorphic to C/l(C, 
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